Calla Lily
"It's hard to tell puns to a kleptomanaic –
they always take things literally!"
You just love a good joke. Or an average joke. Or an utterly terrible
joke. Any kind of joke, really, even – and perhaps especially – if
it attracts more groans than laughter. Your friends claim that
hanging around with humans so much has warped
your mind, but they just don't understand the art
of the pun. Sometimes you do chores and odd
jobs for Big Folks in exchange for room and
board; your friends think it's because you're a
traditionalist, but really it's because hanging out
with humans gives you plenty of opportunities to
gather new material!

Vital Statistics
Lifetime Rooms Cleaned: 74
Favourite Dessert: Anything except brownies
Most Simultaneous Groans: 13 (and looking to beat her
own record)

Quirks
A Comedian At Heart
You may prefer puns to pranks, but that doesn't mean you're above
engaging in a little physical comedy. This Quirk helps whenever you do something specifically because it
would be funny.
Your Own Little World
It's not that you're oblivious. You just have a very particular set of priorities. This Quirk helps you avoid
any sort of hazard or threat to your person as long as you steadfastly refuse to acknowledge its existence.

Powers
Flight
You can fly with reasonable grace.
Instant Wardrobe
You have an easier time with Costume magic than most fae. Where others need a full change of clothes to
take on a new role, you can just quickly swap out a few accessories. You do not need a Break to change
Costumes, and can do so any time you’re not actively rolling for a test or contest. You can still use the
cost - if you need to change Costumes mid-roll.
regular Quick Change rules – paying the usual 1
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Powers
Flight
Instant Wardrobe: Change Costumes for free when
not actively rolling; can still Quick Change normally if
needed.
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